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George chauncey â€œprivacy could only be had in public: gay uses of the streets â€• [ ] alice t friedman â€œpeople
who live in glass housesâ€• [] the spaces of.

This smoke-spreading tactic should be recognized for what it is. And if it is politically impractical to force the
powerful to cease their misbehavior, that is no argument for allowing the lowly to misbehave in the same way.
In that sense we should accept that we have entered the post-privacy age. The fact is that they get a benefit
from credit cards, namely the float on their money, and they are evidently willing to surrender some control
over their personal information in exchange for that benefit. Shared ideas about privacy allows freedom of
conscience and diversity in thought. On a policy level, the problem is that it pretends that notification of
information handling procedures constitutes an adequate privacy policy all by itself. In the first scenario, a
proposal for automatic toll collection is put before the citizenry at an early stage, before any decisions have
been made about highway services should be funded, with experts and lay citizens given space and time to
present arguments pro and con. That machinery most likely doesn't need property rights to be defined over
personal information, but maybe it would make things clearer. A major selling point of dial telephone service
was that it was "secret", in that no operator was required to connect the call. Flaherty forwards an idea of
privacy as information control, "[i]ndividuals want to be left alone and to exercise some control over how
information about them is used". They need to learn that rights come with responsibilities, and in particular the
right to free handouts comes with the responsibility to cooperate with fraud prevention. The standard theories
of the public sphere are basically individualistic; they presuppose that people have opinions and arguments,
and they ask about the conditions under which those opinions and arguments get included or excluded in the
decision- making processes of society. They favor a world in which nobody gets illicit access to personal
information. Actions which reduce privacy[ edit ] As with other concepts about privacy, there are various
ways to discuss what kinds of processes or actions remove, challenge, lessen, or attack privacy. In a
forthcoming article for the Harvard Law Review, she lays out a strong argument that addresses the titular
concern " What Privacy Is For. This supposed "right", found nowhere in the Constitution, has been running
amok, providing the courts with excuses for inventing artificial rights, such as the right to abortion, and
interfering in people's lives in other ways, for example by restricting the questions that employers can ask
potential employees in interviews. Richard Posner said that privacy is the right of people to "conceal
information about themselves that others might use to their disadvantage". But consumption -- perusing a store
and buying stuff -- and quiet, alone time are both important parts of how we define ourselves. Consider license
plate readers that soon enough will probably track the locations of most cars in California in near-real-time
with remarkable precision. For the past couple of years, I have been collecting arguments against privacy. Two
databases that arose in different organizations, or for different purposes, will probably be incompatible in
many ways, for example through the different meanings they assign to data fields that sound superficially the
same. Hardly anyone has to report their sexual activities to anyone else -- or whether you eat fattening foods,
or who your friends are, or your religion. What it comes down to in practice, I think, is the assertion that
privacy advocates have not mobilized enough of a movement behind automated toll collection privacy issues
to force any large organizations to address them in a serious way. Some people will object that it is simply
immoral to turn rights into commodities. You don't need an internal passport to travel in most countries, and
so you don't have to register your movements. The most serious threats to privacy are the least visible, and
sensible grown-ups evaluate arguments based on the strongest case, not the weakest. No reasonable person
feels that their rights have been violated if someone sees them entering a shop on a certain date, or if someone
working in a neighboring location happens to notice them entering that shop every morning, but they do feel a
violation if someone has taken unusual measures to record every shop they have entered across a great
distance over a month's time. People have a legitimate interest in avoiding disclosure of a wide variety of
personal circumstances that are none of anyone's business. Quite the contrary, it depends on the organizations'
capacity to gather, process, and act on personal information on a mass-manufacturing basis. If they are told
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they can have functionality or privacy but not both then they will engage in an exercise of weighing them
against one another. There exist expedient political and economic reasons for society to recognize other kinds
of organizational interests, but these are not matters of natural right. Submit a letter to the editor or write to
letters theatlantic.


